
Creative Solutions



About us
 
4sight is a creative consultancy specialising in the design and
implementation of displays for retail environments, exhibitions,
conferences and events.
 
We work with many of the major High Street retailers, large banking 
firms and arts organisations, as well as smaller individual clients, to 
provide unique display and graphic projects.
 
Founded in 2000, we pride ourselves on our friendly and open approach,
customer service and attention to detail.
 
We think that listening is very important in developing long-term
relationships with our clients and we approach each project from the
client’s perspective. By taking this approach, we develop strategies that
meet or exceed their expectations.
 
Our expertise and experience in buying helps us create products that 
are responsibly sourced, produced on time and are cost effective.  



Products
 
POS Displays
Tension fabric displays
High-level graphic systems
Poster and banner holders
Backlit signage and light boxes
Magnetic graphics
Bespoke displays
Hoardings

Services
 
Graphic solutions for retail environments
Project management
Exhibition stand design and build
Creative room sets
Conference set design and build
Design and concept illustrations
Window design and dressing
Event strategy, branding and roadshows



Tension fabric displays

4sight have been providing tension fabric (otherwise known as stretch fabric or soft signage) to the high street since it’s 
inception and have worked with many of the large retail chains as well as single unit shops.

Our dedictation to detail and our wide range of frames and substrates enables us to give an excellent service to our clients. 
Ensuring graphics fit correctly and are delivered on time makes it a smooth process.

We have also created bespoke frames including giant sliding panels for Topshop and triple blockout frames for Homebase.





POS Displays

4sight is developing new POS displays including card-holders, A-frames,
magnetic poster holders and POS clips. All are made in bespoke sizes 
and finishes to fit the store environment.



Fabric Lightbox Graphics

4sight produce large format Dye-Sublimation graphics for tension fabric 
lightboxes. Up to 3.2m high by any width. Our soft-feel lightbox fabric is easy 
to fit and looks good even without the backlighting.



High level graphics

4sight specialise in high level graphic solutions. 
We have a simple system called drive-up that can be installed anywhere 
in the ceiling without mains power to raise and lower graphics up to 8kg.

For larger graphics we have an electronic remote control system that 
will take up to 28KG and operate up to 12m in height.



Our ‘Drive-up’ and motorised systems are now in use with many high street brands
including Monsoon, Topshop, Topman, Burton, Outfit, NewLook, Harvey Nichols
to name but a few.



Custom made signage

4sight recently replaced the old signs at Squires Garden Centres with new 
multi-layered di-bond signs. These were installed across the whole of the 
outdoor area and are designed to be strong, weather resistant and to show 
clear messages to customers. 







Event Branding

4sight produce a wide range of event branding and recent work has included 
branding the ‘Instagift Market’ at Old Sptalfields with giant banners and 
baubles, displays for London Cocktail Week and also a re-brand vehicle wrap 
for Fish & Flounder.



In-Store bespoke displays

4sight have provided a wide variety of in-store and window dislays including
hanging rafts for Homebase, giant hanging paint tin displays, special banner 
poles for Wallis, structural gantry systems for Akzo Nobel and props for 
Banana Republic.





In-Store displays

4sight provide a wide range of LED lightboxes up to 3m wide by any 
width. We also provide unique metal POS fittings for hanging posters 
and freestanding POS cards.

We offer a full graphic service for vinyl wraps and large lightbox 
dye-sub graphics.





Shopping Centre Displays

4sight recently completed the refurbishment of the graphics in 
Hammersmith Shopping Centre. This included Flex Face 
Lightboxes (Internal and External), vinyl wraps to large areas, 
contra-vision wraps to all of the lifts and Di-bond panels on top of 
the central retail units.





FineLine Wall display 70x100 cm

POS Stands

Our new range of POS stands can be used all throughout the store from windows to floor and walls.

All of the range offer a sleek frameless look with graphics that can be changed in seconds making it 
easy to brand your new campaign.
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FineLine Table display Wood A4



Bespoke displays for live events

4sight created bespoke market stalls for an Estrella Event including 
hessian roofs, printed wood panellling and themed areas with props 
and decorations.

Specially created wooden signage and fingerpost signs for 
National Trust.

Hospitality stand for Glenlivet at the recent Whisky Show.





Exhibition stands and live events

4sight design and install exhibition stands as well as producing 
and installing live events.
4sight will organise, plan and manage events including all the in-
stallations, graphics, AV and set build.





Bespoke displays and outdoor graphics.

4sight created bespoke frames for a window for Lucky Fox, 

Interactive displays and Hoardings for the Royal Albert hall,

giant translucent displays for English National Ballet and

stretch fabric walls from illustrations for Alexandra Palace.
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